
 

 

Statement on the DPRK 

 

Delivered by the United Kingdom on behalf also of France and the 

United States during the General Debate of the First Committee of the 

72nd Session of the UN General Assembly 

 

The United States, France and the United Kingdom condemn the repeated, 

reckless and illegal acts by the North Korean regime in conducting ballistic 

missile and nuclear tests in violation of the will of the UN Security Council and 

the whole international community. We are united in our determination to 

tackle the threat to international peace and security posed by North Korea. 

  

Since this Committee last met North Korea has carried out further ballistic 

missile tests in clear violation of multiple Security Council resolutions.  Its 

missiles have flown farther, bringing more countries in range of these threats. 

It has fired missiles over Japan, showing yet again its disregard for its 

neighbours. And it has conducted a sixth nuclear test, its largest yet. North 

Korea’s reckless, incendiary behaviour in violation of Security Council 

requirements/resolutions is inherently escalatory and truly poses a threat to 

international peace and security.   

 

North Korea’s unlawful actions pose a grave and global threat. This is not only 

a threat to the region or the United States, but to the international community. 

North Korean behaviour should be of deep concern to the First Committee. 

North Korea is not only destabilising the strategic situation in East Asia, it is 

challenging the non-proliferation norm established by the Non-Proliferation 

Treaty, which underpins global security. That can only undermine our efforts 

to create the trust and security to advance disarmament. 

  



 

The Security Council has responded with three new resolutions so far this 

year. They have slashed the exports on which North Korea relies to fund its 

illegal programmes. They have cut or capped its imports of oil and oil products 

on which the North Korean military relies for those programmes. 

 

By tightening the web of sanctions around North Korea, both through UN 

measures and national steps, we aim to increase significantly the cost of 

North Korea’s weapons programs, reduce the resources available to support 

its WMD activities, and impede its ability to acquire key technologies. The goal 

of this pressure is to convince the government of North Korea to abandon its 

prohibited programs and activities, not to punish the people or economy of 

North Korea or other countries. 

 

Together with the international community, we have redoubled diplomatic and 

economic efforts to show North Korea that the only path to a secure, 

economically-prosperous future is to abandon its nuclear and ballistic missile 

programs; but our efforts will only be successful with the full cooperation of the 

international community, and nations willing to use decisive leverage against 

North Korea’s increasingly dangerous and destabilizing actions. 

  

We firmly reject any false equivalency between North Korea’s illegal WMD 

programs, which are enormously destabilizing and have been repeatedly 

condemned by the UN Security Council, and the long-standing joint activities 

with allies, which are transparent and defensive in nature. 

  

We are united in our determination to make clear to the North Korean regime 

that it must change course. The object of the ongoing peaceful pressure 

campaign is the denuclearization of the Korean Peninsula, not regime change 

or accelerated reunification of Korea. Sanctions are designed to seek a 

change in North Korean policy, not to inflict harm on the long-suffering North 

Korean people, who are victims of the hostile regime in Pyongyang. 



 

 

By changing course, North Korea could open a path to dialogue and a 

peaceful resolution. But North Korea has shown no willingness to do so, and 

so we must all fully implement the measures adopted by the Security Council, 

and we urge all states to go further in cutting the funds on which the regime 

relies for its weapons programmes. 

  

We continue to call upon countries to use whatever leverage they have to 

compel the North Korean regime to abandon this destructive path.  North 

Korea cannot maintain normal political engagement and economic relations 

with the international community while it defies international law with its 

dangerous and destabilizing actions. 

 

All UN member states have a responsibility to fully implement their UN 

Security Council Resolution obligations so as to put diplomatic and economic 

pressure on North Korea. These obligations are the floor and not the ceiling of 

what nations can be doing and we will continue to urge all those who have 

direct influence on North Korea to use their leverage urgently and to the 

fullest, with the aim of restraining North Korea and guiding its leaders towards 

a peaceful settlement.  

  

North Korea has deliberately chosen, repeatedly, to defy the collective 

security architecture in disregard of multilaterally agreed rules against nuclear 

and ballistic missile proliferation. The credibility and durability of the global 

security architecture, especially of the non-proliferation regime, would be at 

stake if we were to overlook the scale of the threat North Korea poses today. 


